What The Maeg-Ancient Korean- Wife Desired to Her Husband Was Such A Simple Love as “Let Me, Please, To Move In A Lively Way!” (849th - 864th)
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Abstract: The researchers knew that Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay) was utilised in Tchin Empire. The poem of the present article was composed of 16 characters from the 849th to 864th letters from Tcheonzamun. This Tcheonzamum poem (849th-864th letters) seemed to be written on the relation between the wife and the husband. We found that this third line of the poem (857th-860th) is the door between the two translations; through the meaning of Chinese character and the interpret through Korean pronunciation. And the translation of this line through Chinese character expresses the whole meaning of this poem through Korean pronunciation. The Maeg wife said to her husband, “My Dear Maeg Husband, it is your role for me to move in a lively way! Please make me feel such a light-hearted or a cheerful mood!”
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INTRODUCTION
The researchers knew that Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay) was utilised in Tchin Empire [1], and the Tchin country existed on 600 B.C [2]. And Maeg country was defeated by Yeon country on 661 B.C [3], and some of the defeated Maeg men became the public service men of Chinese country [4]. The researchers found that somebody of Maeg country wrote this great book of Tcheonzamun [5, 6].

From Augustin's viewpoint, the Maeg wife's husband was not good as a husband in the poem of (833rd - 848th). Augustin is also a husband, the husband of Hyeonhi. He-the Maeg husband- maltreated her wife on the poem (833rd - 848th) just before this poem. So the Maeg wife complained. This time, however, the Maeg husband took much softer attitude for her wife.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a translation of poem from Tcheonzamun (the Thousand Character Essay). The text was bought in an ordinary market in Korea [7]. The poem of the present article was composed of 16 characters from the 849th to 864th letters from Tcheonzamun.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This Tcheonzamum poem (849th-864th letters) seemed to be written on the relation between the wife and the husband. Thank you our LORD, thank you very much the LORD of us two people amen! The researchers knew the previous fact after reading
and interpreting the next poem (865th-880th letters). The next poem was concerned on the relationship between the wife and her husband.

Several months ago (16 March 2017) Augustin and Hyeonhi talked together.
Augustin: I don't know well, but it seemed that this Tcheonzamun poem was also written by one of Maeg woman.
Hyeonhi: No, it is not. You must write that the author of this poem is not known whether the author was a woman or a man.
Augustin: Of course I understand your saying. You are right. We don't know that the author was woman or man until now.

Thank you LORD! It is You the LORD that has made us, Augustin and Hyeonhi, to translate the book of Tcheonzamun like this, amen! This article is the interpret of the poem composed of 16 letters from 849th to 864th characters of Tcheonzamun.

At first the researchers translated the poem through the meaning of the Chinese character, and then we interpreted it through the Korean pronunciation.

The researchers translated the poem through the meaning of the Chinese character.
[Order of Characters in Tchconzamun, Korean alphabet (Pronunciation) of the Chinese characters, Chinese characters].

849-852 현가주연 (Hyeon Ga Zu Yeon) 絃 歌 酒 (言+燕) The first translation is general one:
If you want to sing a song well (歌) in harmony with a musical instrument (絃), you will give your guests in the feast (言+燕) an alcoholic drink (酒).

And the second translation is adapted specially to the theme of this poem - relation between the Maeg wife and the Maeg husband:

"If you, my darling husband, want me -your wife- (歌) to live gaily (絃), you may think that it will be sufficient for the purpose to drink an alcoholic drink (酒) with such a lot of talking (言) like the Yeon people (燕) used to do (言+燕)."

Yeon country was an enemy of Maeg (貊) country. And Maeg country was greatly defeated by Yeon country in the year of 661 B.C [3].

853-856 접배거상 (Zeob Bae Geo Sang) 接 杯 擎 瞅 "No, it is not true! If you, my darling -the Maeg husband-, want to touch (接) the cup of wine or beer (杯) of your wife -the Maeg wife-, we-both of us- must raise up (擧) our cups (觩) with the alcoholic drink together. It is necessary to bring up the cups together for you and me."

"If you want to take the alcohol, in other words, good ambiance of our marriage life, you make me -your wife- to hold up the cup together with you. In other words: If you want me to live a joyful and happy matrimonial life, you must provide me some thing special."

What is it, the some thing special?
857-860 교수돈족 (Kyo Soo Don Zog) 矯 手 頓 足 "If I am going to clap (矯) my hands (手) with applaud, at first I move (頓) my feet (足) by myself. My Dear Maeg Husband, it is your role for me to move in a lively way! Please make me feel such a light-hearted or a cheerful mood!"

We found that this third line of the poem (857th-860th) is the door between the translation through Chinese character and the interpret through Korean pronunciation. And the translation of this line through Chinese character expresses the whole meaning of this poem through Korean pronunciation.

861-864 열예차강 (Yeol Ye Tcha Gang) 悅 豫 且 康 "My Darling Husband, please prepare such a condition (豫) as to make me-your wife- joyful (悦) if you want our home which has been managed well and will be managed properly (康) in future (且) by you and me!"
The next was written on a meeting of ME (Marriage Encounter) the group of DaejeonNae-dong Catholic Church on 19 March 2017. Hyeonhi and Augustin have rested long time for the meeting. Our participate to the meeting was encouraged by Father JeongEob Paul Lee. We thank to Father Lee for his good advice.

The theme of the writing was “Which do you think is the different thing between your couple and other couple?”

A) Hyeonhi’s writing at the meeting

When there was a problem during our marriage life, we have wanted to solve the problem. At that time my husband used to say “This is my thought, and I want you to accept my proposal, because this is my pride as a husband!” I have often said “It is my thought”, but my opinion was not accepted. It was felt that there was big difference of dialogue between us, me and my husband.

So we always (not ‘always’ very often) stopped talking. The conclusion was that there is a big difference between man and woman. Therefore there is no solution and I as a wife have been going to behave cautiously and to reduce my words in order to protect the quarrel between me and my husband, Augustin.

B) Augustin’s writing at the meeting

We attend for our LORD

The spring is come and the winter is gone, so we take out the flowers from indoors to outdoors. And we are waiting for the hope of new arrival of flowers. Our house is named as ‘Flower bloomed house’. The man and the woman who used to pass our house used to enjoy those flowers in the garden and at the wall of our house.

Thank You, Our LORD of us two persons, amen!

The next part is the interpret through the modified Korean pronunciation.

849-852 현가주연(Hyeon Ga Zu Yeon) 綱 歌 酒 (言+燕) 영가해 주면(Eong Gahae Zu Myeon)

‘Eong Ga’ is the word of children [8], and it means ‘senior sister’. This sentence of (Eong Gahae Zu Myeon) is said by the Maeg wife to her husband with the meaning of “If you carry me-warmly on your back, as my senior sisters and my senior brothers used to carry me on their backs!”

Thank you so much JESUS for this interpret and for this good lesson to me Augustin the husband of Hyeonhi during this translation amen!

853-856 접배거상(Zeob Bae Geo Sang) 接 杯 擡 觴 第一本‘거참’(Tcheo Beone ‘Geo Tcham’)

The Maeg wife said that, “At first, I might say that ‘Oh it is strange!’”

857-860 교수돈족(Kyo Soo Don Zog) 矯 手 足 脅 쳐서(Eol Ssoo Deul Sseog) “I might say ‘Eol Ssoo!’”. (Eol Ssoo!) is the rhythmical voice utilised when some one is elated, and the phrase is same both in ancient Korea -Maeg- and in modern Korea. “Then, I would shake all of my body!” (Deul Sseog) is an expression of behavior of moving waist and hip when some one is highly elated.

861-864 열예차강(Yeol Ye Tcha Gang) 悅 豫 且 康 畦 娇 起(Yeol Lyeo Tcha Gaum!)

The Maeg wife said that "My coldness is at last open!"

In the morning of one day (14 October 2017) Augustin wrote the next memo.

“However, we are happy!”

We thank LORD, the Lord of our two people amen!

The title of this article is; The love which the Maeg-ancient Korean- wife more than 2500 years ago desired was "I would like to live as if I were dancing with my husband. Therefore, My Darling Husband! Let me, please, be highly elated!"

We thank Saint Joseph, Saint Mary, Our Lord JESUS amen! Thank you very much Our LORD!
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